MPCS AY 22-23
By the Numbers

MPCS Students

73% MALE / 27% FEMALE

29% in 9-course Program
46% in 12-course Program
19% in Joint Program
6% in Pre-Doctoral Program

FULL-TIME/ PART-TIME STATUS
FT 72%
PT 28%

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
56%

Putting MPCS Alumni on the Map

MALE 73% / FEMALE 27%

The MPCS is good at balancing sufficiently deep dives into theory with application. I received ample teaching into theory and got to develop plenty of larger scale applications.”

Austin Clark, 2023 MPCS Graduate

The data represented here reflects responses from MPCS graduates from the 2022-2023 academic year. Current student data reflects our student body at the time of publication.

AY 22-23 Average Graduate Salary By Position

SOFTWARE ENGINEER $140,416
PRODUCT MANAGER $167,142
CONSULTANT $125,000
QUANT DEVELOPER $158,333
RESEARCHER $140,000
DATA SCIENTIST $142,500

AY 22-23 GRADUATE POSITIONS

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING ............ 64%
DATA SCIENCE ...................... 1%
RESEARCH ........................... 8%
QUANTITATIVE DEVELOPMENT .... 9%
CONSULTANT ........................ 4%
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT .......... 9%
TECHNOLOGY ....................... 56%
SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS ...... 1%
RESEARCH ......................... 10%
CONSULTING .................... 4%
CONSUMER GOODS ............... 4%
EDUCATION ....................... 1%
FINANCE/TRADING .............. 24%